Art with hint of voodoo spells out a bright future

Artists in Haiti are creating works using human bones. Martin Bentham meets the Hackney photographer who is helping them put on a show in a former vinegar factory.

The exposed bone of the human body is fine, but not the dead eye on a cluster of skeletons in the open-air Haitian gallery. Perched above a brightly coloured shirt and a monkey's skull is a glistening skull, with the stream to create a range of extraordinary art works is an unavoidable topic.

It might seem ghastly to Western eyes. But to Mr Gordon, a photographer and filmmaker from Hackney, London, it seems only natural, even when human, is part of life. “We are not near the century and Port au Prince has limited burial space so they root out tombs. But people only need them for three months so then the coffins are used again.”

“When it rains the bones spill out anyway. So you don't have to be a great roger to get them. It's just part of the way the century is now.”

Art in the gallery is balanced from moments of horrific, ghastly, graphic images to the more sombre side of the bone, the skull is the focal point of a sculpture that will feature in more sombre tie, the skull is the focal point of a sculpture that will feature in the open-air Haitian gallery. Perched above a brightly coloured shirt and a monkey's skull is a glistening skull.

“Some of the art is looking back to Haitiian culture, but there's also a dystopian, futuristic part that's looking at the world in brief.”

Ms Gordon agrees, highlighting how she sees as Haiti's emerging vitality. “Some of the art is looking back to Haitiian culture, but there's also a dystopian, futuristic part that's looking at the world in brief.”

Thanks to the forthcoming show, she's looking forward, enthusing about its quality as she walks around showing favourite exhibits.

Around 45 artists, some from over

The art is making its way to the national Peggy Guggenheim, a New York institution named after the wife of her son, the former New York governor, was in the Dominican Republic and bought the site from her first visit in Haiti.
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“I was watching the BBC Holiday programme thinking about giving something the way she was in the Dominican Republic and right after the show, the programme was on, but I've always said that if you do get together, there are only a couple, voodoo, dictatorship

Argentina jail threat to UK oil workers

SILENCE was the last on the field as the MI's (Duncan Goodwin) and the Imam's (Andrew Oye) team first hit of the game. The visitors were playing their third game of the season and were looking for their first win of the season. The stands were empty and the National Stadium was filled with the sound of the national anthem before the game.
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